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Abstract Under the label of the German Mouse Clinic

(GMC), a concept has been developed and implemented

that allows the better understanding of human diseases on

the pathophysiological and molecular level. This includes

better understanding of the crosstalk between different

organs, pleiotropy of genes, and the systemic impact of

envirotypes and drugs. In the GMC, experts from various

fields of mouse genetics and physiology, in close collabo-

ration with clinicians, work side by side under one roof.

The GMC is an open-access platform for the scientific

community by providing phenotypic analysis in bilateral

collaborations (‘‘bottom-up projects’’) and as a partner and

driver in international large-scale biology projects (‘‘top-

down projects’’). Furthermore, technology development is
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a major topic in the GMC. Innovative techniques for pri-

mary and secondary screens are developed and imple-

mented into the phenotyping pipelines (e.g., detection of

volatile organic compounds, VOCs).

German Mouse Clinic I: systemic phenotyping

The German Mouse Clinic (GMC, www.mouseclinic.de;

Gailus-Durner et al. 2005; Fuchs et al. 2011) started in

2001 with the systemic analysis of mutant mouse lines as

model systems for human diseases. The aim of the stan-

dardized phenotyping program in the GMC is to obtain a

characterization of mutant mouse lines for most medically

relevant areas in order to assign the mutant line to a certain

disease or syndrome and to obtain insight into the diseases.

The phenotyping of mouse lines in the German Mouse

Clinic is divided into a primary screen, for an almost

comprehensive and standardized characterization in the

fields allergy, behavior, cardiovascular, clinical chemistry,

diabetes, dysmorphology, bone and cartilage, energy

metabolism, steroids, eye and vision, immunology, lung

function, molecular phenotyping, neurology, nociception,

and pathology, as well as secondary and tertiary in-depth and

hypothesis-driven screens with more sophisticated pheno-

typing technologies. In the primary screen, a cohort of male

and female mutants and controls (either littermate or stock

breeding controls) is analyzed in a portfolio of tests that

cover the whole spectrum of the phenotyping platform.

Following a standardized pipeline of tests, the mice are

examined in all modules of the GMC. The phenotyping

pipeline plays a central role for the phenotyping activities in

mouse clinics. It has to be kept up to date as new technologies

become available and should be implemented into the phe-

notyping procedure. Logistics and animal welfare also have

to be considered for the pipeline design. Examples for

pipelines and the tests therein are shown in Fig. 1a–c.

The GMC is organized as a ‘‘multi-institutional’’ structure

where biologists, physicians, veterinarians, computer sci-

entists, and statisticians work together under the same

(physical) roof for the phenotypic analysis of mouse models.

For each of the aforementioned research areas, a module with

a specialized scientist is in place to conduct the phenotypic

analysis. Many of the modules are headed by or associated

with clinicians who cover the disease area and have direct

access to patients. In this case, a postdoctorate of the lab runs

the GMC module and stays in regular contact with the home

lab. Thus, a direct connection from the mouse model to the

human disease is guaranteed. This special structure of the

GMC with experts from various disciplines also ensures that

the screens stay innovative and up-to-date.

One characteristic of the GMC is that on the one hand it

contributes to large-scale ‘‘top-down’’ international mouse

phenotyping initiatives like EUMODIC (www.eumodic.

org) or the International Mouse Phenotyping Consortium

(IMPC, www.mousephenotype.org), and on the other hand

it is open for bilateral collaborations via ‘‘bottom-up’’

projects. Requests for phenotyping in ‘‘bottom-up’’ pro-

jects can be submitted via the GMC web page www.

mouseclinic.de. All projects aim to lead to a joint
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publication of the data. For bottom-up projects, a direct

import of complete cohorts that are ready for phenotyping is

possible under adherence to specific sanitary guidelines.

Sophisticated logistics have been put in place to afford this

kind of effort in a direct collaboration with a mouse-pro-

viding institute. To fulfill all sanitary needs, special housing

conditions with complete IVC racks and close collaboration

with the veterinarian department of the Helmholtz Zentrum

München is in place. For the logistic organization of all steps

that are involved, an experienced administrative team

coordinates the interplay of all procedures.

In the past decade, more than 250 mutant mouse lines

were analyzed in the phenotyping screen of the GMC. In

more than 90 % of the analyzed mutant lines, new or

additional phenotypes were found. The results of the phe-

notyping activities in the GMC can be classified into three

categories, discussed below.

Discovery of unknown gene functions and pleiotropic

effects

The precise function of many genes is still unknown and

has to be elucidated. The phenotypic characterization of a

mutant mouse line can deliver information about the

functions and existing pleiotropic effects and will help to

generate working hypotheses for the next steps. A very

prominent example of where the primary screen of the

GMC contributed to the elucidation of a gene’s function is

FoxP2. FoxP2 is a ubiquitously expressed transcription

factor that has been highly conserved during human evo-

lution. FoxP2 sequences of human and chimpanzee differ

by only two amino acids. Even the mouse genomic

sequence differs by only one amino acid substitution from

chimpanzee. Two functional copies of FOXP2 are needed

for humans to develop normal speech and language (Lai

et al. 2001; MacDermot et al. 2005; Vargha-Khadem et al.

1998). Adult mice that carried a human version of the

Foxp2 sequence were analyzed in the systemic primary

screen at the GMC and were compared to mice lacking one

functional copy of the gene. It was found that the Foxp2hum

allele specifically affects exploratory behavior (tested in

two independently generated lines); no further phenotypes

in any other parameter set or organ were detected (Enard

et al. 2009). Furthermore, medium spiny neurons have

increased dendrite lengths and increased synaptic plastic-

ity. However, mice carrying one nonfunctional copy of

Foxp2 showed opposite effects, less neophobic behavior,

and impaired motor coordination (Enard et al. 2009). The

results of the systemic phenotyping at the GMC verified

that the altered exploratory behavior in Foxp2hum mice is

not caused by a loss of function of the gene product caused

by the altered gene sequence or a general unhealthy con-

dition, which might not have been proven by a screening

for aberrant behavioral phenotypes alone.

Missing-in-metastasis (MIM/MTSS1) is a tissue-specific

regulator of actin and plasma membrane dynamics medi-

ating cell polarity and motility (Yu et al. 2011). Data from

patients suffering from several cancer types indicate that

the level of MTSS1 serves as a prognostic marker. MTSS1

might act as a putative tumor suppressor in human bladder

cancer where MTSS1 could not be detected by immuno-

histochemistry (Du et al. 2011). In patients suffering from

esophageal squamous cell carcinoma, the levels of MTSS1

transcript correlated with tumor-grade lymph node metas-

tasis and overall survival; thereby, patients with high levels

had a favorable prognosis (Xie et al. 2011) and hepato-

cellular carcinoma (Fan et al. 2012). However, the opposite

was observed in tissue samples from colorectal cancer

patients: high MTSS1 protein levels correlate with poor

differentiation and prognosis (Wang et al. 2011). The dual

function as tumor suppressor or tumor-promoting factor

depending on the cancer type had to be elucidated. In a first

step we analyzed the function of MIM in healthy mice.

Phenotypic analysis of young and aged homozygous MIM-

null mice displayed a severe urinary concentration defect in

aged mice as polyuria and renal electrolyte wasting in the

clinical chemistry screen. Elevated plasma alkaline phos-

phatase, suggesting high bone turnover, went together with

reduced bone content in dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry

(DXA). Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis

of the kidney of aged animals revealed that these functional

alterations are caused by compromised integrity of kidney

epithelia intercellular junctions. The data of the GMC

demonstrated a new function of MIM in modulating the

actin cytoskeleton–plasma membrane interaction to pro-

mote the maintenance of cell–cell contacts in kidney epi-

thelia (Saarikangas et al. 2011).

Models for human diseases

Since experts from different fields analyze the mutant

mouse lines at the GMC, systemic effects of the mutation

on the whole organism can be detected, which might

remain undiscovered by investigations that are focused on

a specific field of interest. These findings add valuable
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information to the overall picture and allow the study of the

pathophysiological processes that cause the disease.

The transcription factor Pitx3 plays an important role in

dopamine neuron development as well as in survival (Li

et al. 2009). It has recently been shown in epidemiological

studies (Bergman et al. 2010; Liu et al. 2011; Haubenberger

et al. 2011) that polymorphisms in the Pitx3 gene are

associated with sporadic and early-onset forms of Parkin-

son’s disease (PD), which account for approximately 90 %

of PD cases. Analyzing the mutant mouse line Eyeless,

which carries a homozygous point mutation in the coding

region of the Pitx3 gene (Rosemann et al. 2010), revealed

defects that are also observed in PD patients such as motor

impairments and loss of dopamine neurons of the sub-

stantia nigra. Additionally, the mutation affected until then

unknown pathways and functions such as hematopoiesis

and nociceptive behavior; this opens up new avenues for

further investigations of the underlying mechanisms and

diagnosis of early-onset PD.

Human renal diseases are often characterized by multi-

ple symptoms. Uromodulin or Tamm–Horsfall protein is

the most abundant protein in human urine under physio-

logical conditions. Uromodulin storage disease is a domi-

nantly inherited medical condition associated with low

urine osmolality, hyperuricemia, and progressive renal

failure, ultimately resulting in end-stage renal disease

(Lhotta 2010; Vyletal et al. 2010). Homozygous adult

animals of the mutant mouse line UmodA227T share most of

the clinical symptoms concerning kidney function with

affected human patients, i.e., elevated plasma urea levels,

defects in the urine concentration mechanism, and excre-

tion of urinary solutes. Hyperuricemia was only moderately

present in mutant mice which might be explained by pre-

served uricase activity in mice. The systemic phenotypic

characterization of the mutant mouse revealed for the first

time additional effects on energy (slight hypometabolism

and reduced body temperature) and bone metabolism

(osteopenia). This illustrates the physiological interactions

and systemic consequences of renal defects such as the

long-term effects of hypercalciuria on bone mineral density

(Kemter et al. 2009).

The mouse model of human type I Bartter syndrome

Slc12a1I299F is the first described viable and fertile mouse

model of this disease, displaying most symptoms seen in

human patients suffering from antenatal Bartter syndrome.

The symptoms are more severe for human patients, who are

homozygous carriers of SLC12A1 mutations already suf-

fering from polyuria during gestation leading to prenatal

polyhydramnios, whereas the mouse model did not show

pathological changes during gestation or suckling periods.

Nevertheless, 3-month-old homozygous Slc12a1I299F ani-

mals present most of the typical symptoms such as poly-

uria, polydipsia, and impaired ability to concentrate urine.

Furthermore, the long-term effect of hypercalciuria on

bone mineral density was investigated in 9-month-old

animals. Indications for osteopenia could be observed. This

mouse line of late-onset manifestation of type I Bartter

syndrome might be a valuable model in which to test new

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1 a Single pipeline that was used for phenotyping in the

beginning phase of the German Mouse Clinic. b Two-pipeline system

for first-line phenotyping that was introduced to contribute to the

phenotyping activities within EUMODIC. The pipelines cover all

tests that are mandatory for EMPReSSslim but include additional

tests specific for the GMC (labeled by asterisks). c Modern single

pipeline: new version of a single phenotyping pipeline that will be

applied for phenotyping in bottom-up projects within Infrafrontier
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therapeutic strategies for salt-losing tubulopathies (Kemter

et al. 2009, 2010)

Systemic phenotyping used for target validation

and modeling therapeutic intervention

Screening of mutant mouse lines generated by a knockout

or knockdown strategy allows the detection of potential

side effects of drug targets. For a long time it has been

proposed that oxidative stress is a candidate mechanism in

ischemic stroke leading to neuronal death. Among the

NADPH oxidases, NOX4 was identified as being induced

during ischemic stroke in mice and humans. Adult Nox4

knockout mice were analyzed in a comprehensive pheno-

type screen under standard conditions without detecting

abnormalities that would suggest potential side effects of a

drug decreasing NOX4 function. However, after both

transient and permanent cerebral ischemia, these mice were

largely protected from oxidative stress, blood–brain barrier

leakage, and neuronal apoptosis such as in wild-type mice

after application of the NADPH oxidase inhibitor

VAS2870 (Kleinschnitz et al. 2010).

Other examples for modeling time-limited medication

are approaches that use gene silencing, e.g., by sequence-

specific RNA interference (RNAi). The most attractive

target genes are oncogenes such as the critical regulator of

mitosis, polo-like kinase 1 (Plk1). Homozygous Plk1-null

mice are embryonic lethal. However, if the protein syn-

thesis is reduced in adult mice by the inducible expression

of small hairpin RNA over a period of 6 weeks, no major

structural or functional anomalies are identified by sys-

temic phenotypic screening. This observation is diametri-

cally opposed to the role of Plk1 in cancer cells of varying

origins which, following the inhibition of Plk1, quickly

cease dividing and enter apoptosis. In contrast to tumor

cells, healthy primary cells are dependent only on Plk1

expression to a minimal degree (Raab et al. 2011).

The data from finalized phenotyping projects is avail-

able for download on the web page of the German Mouse

Clinic under http://www.mouseclinic.de/phenomap/pheno

map.html. The data are displayed as a heat plot, and,

in addition, a complete phenotyping report can be

downloaded.

German Mouse Clinic II: genome meets environment:

envirotype simulation

For the analysis of complex human diseases, two compo-

nents—the genetic predisposition and environmental fac-

tors such as lifestyle and aging—have to be considered.

Beckers et al. (2009) described this relationship as a tri-

angle of genotype, envirotype, and phenotype, each of

which interacts with the other. As for understanding the

involved biological pathways, the interplay between

genetic and environmental factors has to be investigated.

Mouse model systems can help us to learn more about

these interactions by the application of challenge experi-

ments. In a challenged situation, mutant mouse lines may

show phenotypes that would remain hidden under unchal-

lenged conditions. In the GMC, a challenge platform was

established to analyze mutant mouse lines under altered

environmental situations (Fig. 2). The challenge experi-

ments are designed to simulate the major environmental

factors that influence human health: infection, diet, air,

activity, and stress. For each of these factors, challenge

tests ranging from acute to chronic impact were developed:

by feeding mice with different diets (such as a high-fat diet

or a cafeteria diet), reactions to the change of physiological

parameters can be provoked. For the air/lung system,

instillation (acute reaction) or inhalation (chronic reaction)

of diesel particles are applied. Immune challenges com-

prise an ovalbumin (OVA) challenge and infection with

Listeria monocytogenes. For the stimulation of stress

reactions, mice are kept under restraint, exposed to light, or

oxidative stress is provoked by chemicals. In an activity

platform, mice are allowed to run on a treadmill or on

running wheels; in addition, muscle contractions are

stimulated by vibration plates. For readout, the complete

phenotyping portfolio of the GMC can be consulted. Tai-

lor-made pipelines are designed for each single experiment

to yield the maximum information about the mutant mouse

line.

A first example, where the nutrition challenge platform

was applied, is the mutant mouse line Eps8. Mice deficient

for the Eps8 gene displayed reduced body weight. This was

not caused by reduced food intake, even when fed a high-

fat diet. Eps8 knockout mice showed partial resistance to

age- or diet-induced obesity, overall improved metabolic

status, and increased life span. Since the feces of Eps8

Fig. 2 The challenge platform within the German Mouse Clinic II
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knockout mice had higher energy content than those of

normal mice, on a normal diet and on a high-fat diet, it was

possible to identify the mechanisms behind this phenotype.

The calorie restriction-like phenotype correlated with a

significant reduction in intestinal fat absorption, presum-

ably due to a 25 % reduction in intestinal microvilli length.

An analysis of the subcellular localization of Eps8 in

intestinal cells suggested that Eps8 is localized in intestinal

microvilli. Since microvilli serve to enlarge the absorptive

surface of the intestine, their reduction in Eps8 knockout

mice explains the improved metabolic status of Eps8

knockout mice. This assumption is supported by alterations

in the gene expression profile of livers from Eps8 knockout

mice that were comparable to those typical for conditions

of calorie restriction (Tocchetti et al. 2010).

Another option of the envirotype challenge platform of

the German Mouse Clinic is to combine the strength of

different challenge tests. A setup with combined alterations

in the environment reflects an approach to the complex

environmental situations in real human life. Götz et al.

(2011) published a study in which the effects of a diet and a

lung challenge were combined to find out whether there are

connections between adipose tissue and susceptibility to

chronic lung diseases such as emphysema and asthma.

Mice fed an energy-dense carbohydrate-rich diet or a high-

fat diet were compared to mice on a low-fat diet. Bron-

choalveolar lavage and blood samples were taken after

instillation of intratracheal carbon nanoparticles. The study

concluded that extended feeding periods are necessary to

generate increased susceptibility to particle-induced lung

inflammation, although the diet challenge already was

efficient in driving proinflammatory systemic events.

German Mouse Clinic III: systemic analysis

of compounds and drugs

Applied research that involves the use of animal models of

diseases or particular disease conditions is usually an early

stage in the process of drug discovery. From an ethical

point of view, drug tests in clinical trials should not be

conducted if potential risk factors for test subjects have not

been at least estimated beforehand in animal studies. The

tedious and complex path leading from the discovery of

active agents to approved potent drugs inevitably requires

the use of animals, such as mouse models, at certain stages

of scientific evaluation. The short life span of mice and the

possibility of genetic manipulations significantly accelerate

drug target identification and drug discovery. In addition,

there is no ethical limitation to analyzing biosamples such

as blood, urine, bile, liquor, and organ samples.

Despite undeniable differences between mice and man,

genetically engineered mice and/or cells derived thereof to

a certain extent can accurately model human diseases and

can serve as tools for verifying the mechanisms of drug

action. Nevertheless, a detailed understanding of the

pathophysiological aspects in mice has contributed essen-

tially to the development of new classes of drugs for the

treatment of human disorders. For example, research in

mouse models has considerably advanced the development

of vaccines against poliomyelitis and amarillic typhus and

novel therapeutic options in Alzheimer’s disease (Tau

aggregation inhibitors), cystic fibrosis (CFTR activators),

or HIV (Maraviroc).

From drug and compound tests, a cornucopia of pub-

lished datasets is available. Merging the multitude of

datasets into models has proven tricky as these data derive

from studies carried out under differing experimental

conditions. Under the directive to gain a more compre-

hensive knowledge of the action of drugs, compounds, or

small-molecule candidates, the concept of the German

Mouse Clinic III recently emerged from GMC and GMCII

as a novel third layer (Fig. 3). The GMCIII employs the

scientific expertise and state-of-the-art technologies estab-

lished in the GMC for standardized, high-throughout phe-

notyping of mouse mutants. In addition, the GMCIII makes

use of tailor-made environmental challenges established

within the GMCII, taking into account that the efficiency of

drug therapy is modulated not exclusively by genes but

also by environmental components.

The concept of the GMCIII is based upon the generation

and integration of large-scale datasets, what we call ‘‘drug-

types,’’ to enable a detailed spatial and temporal resolution

of drug action. The approach promises to unravel molec-

ular mechanisms and to advance medicine from an average

to a more personalized level by phenotypic discrimination

of responders from nonresponders, or by screening drugs in

mouse models with different genetic backgrounds harbor-

ing the same mutation.

Fig. 3 Systemic analysis of compounds and drugs in the German

Mouse Clinic III
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In Mouse200—a project within the GMCIII—acute and

subchronic effects of the first-line antidiabetic drug Met-

formin were characterized in a widely used ‘‘standard’’

diabetes mouse model of monogenic obesity: the BKS-

Leprdb mouse. In multiple disorders, combination therapy is

favored due to drug resistance risk reduction and lowering of

case-fatality ratios and therapy failure rates. Thus, we

investigate the action of Metformin monotherapy and Met-

formin in combination with a novel drug in a large array of

organs. In addition to assessing phenotypic ‘‘drug’’ charac-

teristics in diabetic mice, detailed drug fingerprints in

plasma, urine, feces, and an array of organs are generated by

a joint approach of scientists from different disciplines

applying the targeted and nontargeted technologies or met-

abolomics, proteomics, and transcriptomics. As a further

facet in Mouse200, changes in the gut microbiome during

diabetes therapy are evaluated. Large-scale datasets are

expected to yield an estimated 100,000 data points for each

individual mouse. Promising a substantial gain of knowl-

edge, systems biology methods will be an integral part of the

project facilitating the drug-type datasets for modeling

dynamic, multidimensional processes accompanying drug

exposure and for predicting potential interactions of drugs

with pathways.

In summary, ‘‘systemic analysis of drug and compound

action’’ in the GMCIII will be based upon the GMC sci-

entific expertise and its comprehensive phenotyping

technologies. The GMCIII will generate and integrate

large-scale datasets to so-called ‘‘drug types’’ spanning a

large array of medical areas. Such an approach will enable

a detailed spatial and temporal resolution of drug action

from the whole body, the organ, and down to the molecular

level of what harbors the potential to discriminate

responders from nonresponders. The concept of the

GMCIII promises to unravel molecular mechanisms

implicated in drug, compound, and small-molecule effects

and side effects in mice and promises to advance medicine

from an average to a more personalized level.

Data handling and statistics

Data management system

High-throughput mouse phenotyping requires sophisticated

informatics systems to support coordination of the involved

complex logistics as well as storage and analysis of the

huge amount of data generated. In the German Mouse

Clinic, custom integrated database-driven software called

MausDB (Maier et al. 2008) has been developed for this

purpose. MausDB meets four central requirements associ-

ated with a large-scale mouse phenotyping facility:

1. mouse husbandry (e.g., management of individual

mice, cages and racks, matings, litters, pedigrees, and

imports, as well as the management of housing costs,

capacity planning, and monitoring of sanitary status)

2. logistics, scheduling of in-time cohort generation and

of phenotyping experiments/pipelines

3. capture and structured storage of phenotyping result

data, including metadata

4. (semiautomated) statistical analysis, visualization, and

reporting of the results

MausDB integrates the free software environment for

statistical computing [R (R Development Core Team

2010)] with its data management system. Accordingly,

phenotyping data can be subjected to predefined R scripts

from the MausDB user interface to generate high-quality

diagrams and tables and standardized statistical analyses.

The latest development is the integration of LaTeX—a free

document preparation system—into the data-processing

workflow. This allows the semiautomated generation of

complete, individually composed phenotyping reports in

pdf format with chapters for each screen, including dia-

grams, tables, and images.

MausDB is accessible for the scientific community

through an open-source license (download from http://

www.helmholtz-muenchen.de/ieg) and is already used in at

least a dozen animal facilities worldwide.

Statistical analysis

A major challenge in phenotyping mutant mouse lines is

the statistical analysis of the dataset. Depending on the

number of phenotyped animals and the kind of controls

used (wild-type littermates or stock controls) as well as the

kind of data and their distribution, different strategies may

be appropriate for the analysis of the resulting raw data.

While for the publication of data in many journals infer-

ential statistics methods are desired, in other cases

descriptive ways of analysis might be more suitable. Fur-

ther possibilities for the discrimination of whether the

mutant animals differ from the control cohort are provided

by the use of reference ranges that can be established as

soon as there are data from a sufficient number of control

animals available. The use of reference ranges is restricted

to large-scale projects where all animals are on the same

genetic background and are examined under standard

conditions.

The awareness about confounding factors brings further

complexity into the processes of data analysis. To evaluate

differences in genotype effects between males and females

it is recommended that sex be included in the statistical

model used, e.g., by using a two-way ANOVA. Many
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parameters are influenced by another factor that has to be

taken into account for the analysis. For example, many

parameters are affected by body mass or body size (e.g., fat

and lean content, grip strength, locomotion and activity,

bone mineral content, or heart weight). Earlier attempts to

take these effects into consideration had been done by

normalizing the data. We use integrated linear models to

assess the effects of different covariates to refine the

analysis for genotype-related effects (Kemter et al. 2010;

Meyer et al. 2004, 2007; Schneider et al. 2006; Tocchetti

et al. 2010). The multiple-testing issue also has to be

addressed in large-scale phenotyping approaches where a

series of parameters is determined from the same cohort of

animals.

The next innovative step will be the implementation of

more sophisticated analysis tools that do not focus on

analyzing every phenotype variable on its own but try to

follow an integrative approach. For example, Manhattan

plots can also be applied to phenotype data (manuscript in

preparation) in order to identify quickly hits in an overall

variable overview. Dimension reduction methods are also

promising tools and are currently being investigated for

their ability to identify phenotypic deviations (manuscript

in preparation).

Raw data of over 250 mutant mouse lines analyzed in

first-line phenotypic characterization (which means more

than 10 million data records) are stored in the GMC

database. The first projects started to run meta-analysis and

data-mining efforts on the complete data repository using

results from all mutant lines. This approach requires the

expertise of specialized bioinformatics research groups.

The analysis of the complete dataset in the database has the

potential to uncover previously unknown correlations

between parameters and patterns associated with disease

areas that might not be detectable through the analysis of

single mutant lines alone. Even if these projects are still in

the starting phases, the first study has already been pub-

lished; it included expression profiling data of 90 organs

from 46 mutant mouse lines. This analysis identified up to

232 differentially expressed genes in 45 organs (Horsch

et al. 2008) and contributed to the identification of the

recurring regulation of particular genes and groups of

coexpressed genes.

Statistical approaches nowadays are important and

indispensable tools for the analysis of phenotyping data.

However, the complex interactions between parameters

that contribute to a disease or syndrome cannot yet be

completely simulated by software systems. For this reason,

in the German Mouse Clinic an expert scientist evaluates

the analysis for every phenotyping assay based on statis-

tical results and his own experience and draws a final

conclusion about the mutant line. Nevertheless, first

attempts at understanding the relationships between the

parameters for a simulation of biological systems and to

support the scientist’s decision are begun.

Technology development and imaging technologies

As the importance of mouse model systems for biomedical

research gains more attention, the implementation of new

phenotyping technologies also has to be further promoted.

The development of innovative screening technologies

stems from the need for more animal models for medical

research. More experience is now available to know which

kinds of tests were successful for the establishment of

mouse models and which tests did not find clinically rel-

evant phenotypes in the screened mutant mouse lines.

Furthermore, there is now a phenotyping community large

enough to form a critical mass of demand on the market.

Therefore, it becomes more interesting for industry to

operate this upcoming market for modern mouse pheno-

typing devices. In many cases, start-up companies collab-

orate with research institutes to discover what kind of

experimental setup is needed for successful phenotyping.

One benefit from the developments for the mouse pheno-

typing community is that there are established, standard-

ized commercial systems available that permit the

comparison of data across facilities. In addition, recent

developments in phenotyping technologies are either

directly derived from or more comparable to those for

human diagnostics. However, there is still the need to

invest some time in the direct development of new systems

for which there are no commercial tools available yet. In

the German Mouse Clinic both strategies are used in par-

allel: We invested in new commercial systems and estab-

lished and implemented these new machines in our

screening procedures. In addition, we collaborate with

research institutes for imaging or physics to develop new

phenotyping systems in a joint effort. Another option is to

advance commercially available systems for use in large-

scale mouse phenotyping approaches, e.g., magnet reso-

nance technology is available for mice and small animals

but the commercial systems are not yet ready for direct use

in large-scale experiments.

The use of innovative technologies speeds up the pro-

cess of phenotyping, which means that more mice can be

analyzed in the same time or by fewer people. In some

cases, innovative processes made it such that existing

techniques could be implemented in large-scale, first-line

screening procedures that had been restricted to use in

second-line screens because of the long process. One

example in the GMC is the use of micro-computed

tomography (micro-CT), which is now ready to be imple-

mented in the primary screening pipeline (and to replace

DEXA technology for which machines are no longer
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manufactured). Scan time was decreased, and a boost in

reconstruction speed in combination with the availability of

automated functions for the analysis and quantification of

the images permitted this step.

In addition to better speed in measuring and analysis and

the possibility of automated analysis, the implementation

of new and innovative techniques allows a higher accuracy

of the obtained data. In most cases, this is also combined

with a higher degree of standardization of the technique.

For example, this is true of the Scheimpflug camera and

optical coherence tomography (OCT) that replaced the slit

lamp and ophthalmoscope for analysis of the anterior

segment and the retinal fundus of the eye, respectively.

Further examples of innovative test setups for first-line

screening are summarized in Table 1.

Imaging technologies are becoming more important for

the characterization of mutant mice. The advantages of

these modalities are that they are noninvasive, repeatedly

applicable to the same animal, and therefore allow the

monitoring of the development of a phenodeviation over

time. One prominent example of an imaging technology in

mouse phenotyping is magnetic resonance imaging. The

German Mouse Clinic runs a nuclear magnetic resonance

system equipped with a 9.4 Tesla magnet, several radio-

frequency coils for different applications, and optimized

gradient coils for great efficiency of in vivo scanning

processes. In addition, it has auxiliary software and special

accessories to facilitate investigation of mice. To improve

the performance of the equipment, a cryogenic radiofre-

quency coil has been installed. The cryogenic coil delivers

excellent resolution and soft tissue differentiation, provid-

ing, for example, very detailed anatomical images of the

mouse cerebellum, cortical and subcortical structures, and

brain vasculature. The NMR system is currently being used

for anatomical analysis of mouse brains in projects

involving neurodegenerative diseases and cerebral tumors.

Imaging techniques are also being tested and improved for

characterizing soft tissues present in the inner ear. The

NMR system is being used to study morphological and

metabolic changes in the liver in the context of diabetes

research. Spectroscopic scanning is used to investigate

specific fatty acid deposits in the mouse liver after a high-

fat diet. This kind of analysis can be performed multiple

times on the same animal to learn about the temporal

changes of fat deposition in liver.

Further recent developments of new methodologies for

secondary screening in the GMC are the analysis of breath

gas, detection of volatile organic compounds (VOCs,

manuscript in preparation), application of IR thermovision,

and the use of hyperglycemic clamps in diabetes research.

A summary of innovative technologies for secondary

screening is given in Table 2.

The implementation of innovative technologies is of the

highest importance with respect to the welfare of the ani-

mals. With the 3R (reduction, refinement, replacement)

directive in mind, innovative techniques contribute to the

refinement of experiments, which in many cases is

accompanied by the reduction of the number of experi-

mental animals needed.

Networking with international projects

The German Mouse Clinic is part of the international

mouse phenotyping community and contributes to the

success of many European and worldwide projects. Within

EUMORPHIA (www.eumorphia.org; Brown et al. 2005),

the phenotyping protocols were standardized across mouse

clinics and phenotyping institutes, and a portfolio of tests

(EMPReSS) was made accessible to the community. The

GMC contributed to the phenotyping activities within

EUMODIC (www.eumodic.org), where 500 mutant lines

from the EUCOMM resource (www.knockoutmouse.org;

Friedel et al. 2007) were analyzed in a joint effort.

Table 1 Innovative

technologies for first-line

screening that are or will be

implemented in the phenotyping

pipeline

Purpose Innovative

technology

Replaced

technique

Analysis of the anterior part of the eye,

e.g., anterior segment anomalies

Scheimpflug camera Slit lamp analysis

Analysis of the retinal fundus OCT Ophthalmoscope

Functional analysis of the eye Digitalized optokinetic drum Optokinetic drum

Analysis of body composition Minispec DEXA

Analysis of bone mineral density Micro computed tomography DEXA

Analysis of cardiovascular function Awake echocardiography Blood pressure analysis

Analysis of lung function FinePointe RC System New application

Analysis of lung function Pulmonary Function Testing System New application

Analysis of skin permeability Transepidermal Water Loss (TEWL) New application
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Furthermore, the GMC will be one of the partners in the

IMPC (www.mousephenotype.org) and in the Infrafrontier

Research Infrastructure (www.infrafrontier.eu).

Infrafrontier: the European infrastructure

for the phenotyping, archiving, and distribution

of model mammalian genomes

Infrafrontier is a European initiative to build a sustainable

research infrastructure for the systemic phenotyping,

archiving, and distribution of mouse models for human

diseases. It addresses three major challenges:

1. Building sufficient capacity for systemic phenotyping,

archiving, and distribution of mouse models. These

scientific platforms and services should be accessible

for both individual research projects using mice of

different genetic resources (knockouts, point muta-

tions, complex genetics) and large-scale programs such

as the International Mouse Phenotyping Consortium

(IMPC)

2. Securing sustainable funding for the mouse production

centers, mouse repositories, and primary phenotyping

centers that contribute to the Infrafrontier Research

infrastructure

3. Providing a single point of entry for the users of the

scientific platforms and services offered by the

Infrafrontier Research Infrastructure; underpinned by

common quality standards and operating procedures

with pan-European capacity and risk management.

The Infrafrontier consortium consists of 29 partners,

representing the leading mouse clinics and archiving and

distribution nodes, and related ministries and major fund-

ing bodies from 12 European countries and Canada. It is

based on long-standing successful European joint efforts

such as the EUMORPHIA and EUMODIC projects and

European Mouse Mutant Archive (EMMA). Infrafrontier

has been included in the European Strategy Forum on

Research Infrastructures (ESFRI) Roadmap since 2006 and

therefore is involved in a European policy process with the

goals of (1) identifying novel research infrastructures of

high scientific excellence and pan-European interest and

(2) creating a European policy framework that facilitates

the successful implementation of these research infra-

structure initiatives.

The pan-European activities of the Infrafrontier Research

Infrastructure will be coordinated by the Infrafrontier Legal

Entity, which is currently being set up by the European

member states. Through the EC-funded project InfraCoMP,

Infrafrontier and IMPC coordinate their activities and for-

mulate common strategies for mouse production, cryopres-

ervation, and distribution, systemic phenotyping, access to

phenotyping data, and community engagement.

Relation to the European Mouse Mutant Archive

(EMMA)

Even though the phenotyping data generated in the German

Mouse Clinic are of remarkable value, the most synergistic

effect will be achieved by simultaneously offering and

providing mutant mouse lines easily and reliably to the

scientific community.

All scientists using the phenotyping platform of the

German Mouse Clinic have the opportunity to use the

archiving services offered by EMMA (www.emmanet.org)

(Hagn et al. 2007). EMMA is a nonprofit repository for the

collection, archiving, and distribution of mouse mutant

strains and plays a crucial role in exploiting the tremendous

potential benefits to human health presented by the current

research in mammalian genetics. Complemented with

reproductive techniques (e.g., in vitro fertilization, embryo

transfer), cryopreservation of germplasm and embryos

provides a secure and economical way to maintain genet-

ically unique mutant strains. Not only archiving but also

speedy access to preserved mouse models is of major

concern to the facilitation of scientific work.

To ensure consistent quality, cryopreservation, in vitro

fertilization, and rederivation are performed according to

EMMA standard operating protocols. Additionally, all

Table 2 Innovative technologies for second-line screening

Name Purpose

Magnet resonance

tomography (MRT)

Imaging of

Cardiac function

Anatomical analysis of mouse brains

Characterizing soft tissues present in the

inner ear

Study morphological and metabolic

changes in liver

Spectroscopic scanning to investigate

fatty acid composition in the mouse liver

Breath gas analysis,

detection of VOCs

Monitoring of exhaled volatile organic

components for the analysis of metabolic

alterations

IR thermovision Analysis of temperature distribution on the

body surface

Hyperglycemic clamp Analysis of pancreatic b-cell function

Euglycemic-

hyperinsulinemic

clamp

Analysis of whole-body and tissue-specific

insulin action

MicroCT and new

software tools

Noninvasive measurement of abdominal

body fat distribution

MicroCT and new

software tools

Noninvasive measurement of liver fat

content

IntelliCage Automated analysis of aspects of cognitive

function in group-housed mice
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processes follow standardized workflows, including several

quality control steps, thereby ensuring a reliable archive.

The long-term maintenance of cryopreserved samples is

guaranteed by a backup storage system.

Phenotypes, and thus mutants of interest, can be iden-

tified by searching for the gene or the predicted phenotype

in EuroPhenome (http://www.europhenome.org/), a project

that provides access to raw and annotated mouse pheno-

typing data generated from primary pipelines such as

EMPReSSslim and secondary procedures from specialized

centers. Already more than 60 % of all mutant mouse lines

phenotyped in the German Mouse Clinic and presented at

EuroPhenome are available via EMMA. For all mutant

mouse lines generated in large-scale projects such as EU-

COMM, EUMODIC, and IMPC and phenotyped in the

German Mouse Clinic, archiving and distribution via

EMMA is mandatory.
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